, the solution of equation (1) can be expressed as
Using this representation equation (1) can be solved in the following steps: Z2p-2,2_-a Ira.
The matrix Z can be reformulated as a tridiagonal block matrix by the permutation of the (2i -1)-th and the 2i-th column blocks. Therefore the reduced system can be treated as a banded system with the upper and lower band widths of rat + ra,, -1. We reiterate that the above matrix partitioning scheme is essentially the same as that proposed in [18] .
We now outline the PPT algorithm.
Parallel
Partition LU (PPT) Algorithm: The PDD algorithm is tile PPT algorithm with Z replaced by Z. When the PDD algorithm can be used, it is much more efficient than the PPT algorithm.
We now analyze the conditions under which the PDD algorithm is applicable. For simplicity, we assume that the half band width m = mt= m_. We will use the notation (2) in the following sections.
We now outline the PDD algorithm.
Diagonal Dominant (PDD) Algorithm:
• In parallel, do on all processors Pi, i = 1,...,p:
on Pi (i ¢ p), then send 9 (m (2i-1) + 1 : 2mi) to the processor Pi+l. and SDD are the sequential algorithms for PPT and PDD. They are executed on a single processor.
We use them to measure the relative speedup of the PPT and PDD algorithms.
In our tables, n is the order of the test matrix and p is the number of processors being used for all the algorithms except SPT and SDD. For SPT and SDD, p is the number of blocks in the partitioning scheme.
As already indicated, the solution of the reduced system Zy -h is a computation and conmmnication bottleneck of the PPT algorithm. A, B) is positive definite.
The basic subspace iteration algorithm then consists of the following steps:
• Establish a starting subspace of dimension _ spanned by the columns of S (°) where (_ > q and q is the number of eigenpairs to be calculated.
• For k = 0, 1,..., until the first q eigenvalues satisfy a stopping criterion.
apply the
Rayleigh-Ritz (RR) procedure to extract the "best" eigenvalue and eigenvector approximations from S (k).
improve 3 '(k) by an inverse iteration
AS(k+ ') = BS(k).
The starting subspace can be generated as discussed in [2] or can be generated randomly. 3. Find eigenpairs of HA: (Oj, Cj), j = 1,... ,={.
4. Form the "best" e.igenpair approximations from ,5': (0j, zj), with xj = QCj, j = 1,... ,_.
Let 
Parallel Subspaee Iteration Algorithm:
• Input: (A, B) , tol
• Output:
()q,xi), i = 1,...,q, first q eigenpairs of (A,B)
• In parallel, do on all processors Pj, j = 1,... ,p:
1. Calculate concurrently a shift s, then shift (A, B) to (As, B) with As = A -sB. S5°) , the j-th block of a starting matrix S '(°), where S}°) is an ns x 4 matrix. In the following, we give the details of Steps 1 and 6.
Generate
Computation of s_: The inverse iteration: (2) to M, we find that
where C is a constant which depends on M. We will use the heuristic 6(A + CB) _ C(_/(A + CB)) _'s and assume that the constant C does not depend on _'. We determine it by setting C = 5(A)/(7(A)) d'_.
We use inverse iteration to find 0 < Co _< A,,,_(B) and 0 < do _< A,,,_(A), and we use Gershgorin's Theorem to find c_ = max_j_ Ib_jl > Am_(B) and da = max_j_a la,jl >_ Am_(A).
The lower bound do was found in Step 1. In many cases B has special structure (such as diagonal or diagonally dominant) so that Co can be found analytically. We approxi- (8)), the shift s2 would be very large if it is needed.
In this example, matrix
A fails test (2) and the shift s2 is too large, therefore the linear solver PPT is used. 
